1899 (p. 65-120).-7. Alice Lee, G(r, ^-integrals, for 0 = 0°(lo)45°, r = 1(1)50, where tan = j>//\ G(r,v)= I sinr 6e"edB = e(W),"F(r, v) _ Jo = [(e'*+(1/2)"(cos <j>)r+1/4r -l)]H(r, r), The tables are to 7D, with first and second differences, of log F{r, v) and log.ff (r, v) . These are in a report of Karl Pearson, and not of the Mathematical Tables Committee. They are reprinted in Table LIV [-Qo(x) ]; 8D, log (-sin an); 8D, -sin an; 9D, log (-x sin a0); 8D, all for x = 10(10)100(100)1000, and n = 0(1/2) (13/2), where Jn(x) = (2/wxyi*Rn(x) cos (x + a -^ -n^j , Rn2 = P"2 + Q*, sin a = QJRn, (5)100 (10)200 (20)400 (50)1000 (100)2000 (500)5000 (1000) (2) Vb(x) = ber'2x + bei'2*; (3) Zb{x) = ber x ber' x + bei x bei'x; (4) Wbx = ber x bei' x -bei x ber' x; (5)-(8) Xk{x) = ker2 x + kei2 x, Vk(x), -Zk(x), -Wk{x); (9) Vr{x) = ber'x ker'x + bei' x kei' x. (10) Vu(x) = ker'xbei'x -ber'xkei'x; (11) (2)/(l); (12) (3)/(l); (13) The first and third of these, as well as Jo(3.07), which is correct in Meissel, are incorrect in Gray and Mathews 2. The second is incorrect in G. and M.l. , s. 6, v. 47, 1924, p. 62-65, In(x) , for large integral values of x from 16 to 37 with tables of J2(x)/I2(x), and /2(x)//s(x), for x from 1 to 15.
55. H. E. Wrinch and D. M. Wrinch, "Roots of hypergeometric functions with a numerator and four denominators," Phil. Mag., s. 7, v. 1, 1926, p. 273-276 1A, 58 Airey, 11, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21, 23, 31, 32, 33, 35-49, 52 Alms, 11, 56 Bickmoke, 4 Cayley, 4 Doodson, 18, 22, 24, 30 Glaisher, 1, 2, 51,1872 Gray and Mathews, 52, 53 Greenhill, 10, 12, 14 Hippisley, 27 Kennelly, 34 Lee, 7 Lodge, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 29, 50 The tables of Radiation Functions are reprinted from Optical So. Amer., Jn., Feb. 1940. A body of alsolute temperature T emits electromagnetic waves of all possible wave lengths X. The radiated energy is however very unequally distributed among the waves of different length. The radiation and photon functions are defined as Rx = 6i>T*(e>f>>T -l)"1; Ro-x " f0XR\d\; Nx = 2wc\~*(e"iXTjV0_x = Nxd\.
In a region of wave lengths ranging from zero to X the integrals Ro-x and N0~x express, respectively, the rates of emission of energy and photons per units of area and time. The letters c, Ci, Ct have special numerical values. It is chiefly in the values of these constants that there is a difference between the various tables previously published and listed on p. 12-13; c represents the velocity of light (cm./sec). The values of Ci and d which were adopted after consultation with L. J. Briggs and H. T. Wensel of the National Bureau of Standards use numbers 3.732 and 1.436 while the recent tables of P. Moon 1 use 3.697 and 1.432 respectively. On p. 4 of the introduction a way of correcting for a change in Ci and c% is explained. Remarks are made also on the number of significant figures in the tabulated entries and on the method of interpolation for X. In making the computations results obtained by means of series were checked by evaluating the integrals by a method of numerical integration.
In Table I we are given values of Ro-x/Ro-a,, Rx/Rxm*-*, No-x/Na-«,, Nx/Nx<ntx, for XT = 0.050(0.001) • 1(0.005).4(0.01).6(.2)1(0.05)2. In Table II are values of Ro-x, Rx, No-x, Nx, for X (in microns) = .5(0.01)1(0.05)4(0.1)6(0.2)10(0.5)20. In Table III are given values of Nx, to 4D, for T = 1000°K, 1500°K, 2000°K, 2500°K, 3000°K, 3500°K, 6000°K, and X = 0.25(0.05)1.6(0.2)3(1)10. The last table is to be used for changes in c, and ctl from 4D to 5D are given for \T = 0.025(.005).13(.01).2(.05).6(.1)1(.5)2.
